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Rezumat. Autorii tratează recentele lor săpături arheologice și măsurători geofizice și în
zona castrului și orașului roman Porolissum (Dacia Porolissensis). Studiul are două părți
axate pe probleme cheie ale castrului roman și ale orașului roman. Tehnicile de prospecție
folosite pentru obținerea diferitelor informații au inclus cercetări geofizice de amploare pe
aproximativ 16 ha în castru și oraș (gradiometrie, inducție electrică și profile ERT), ajutând
în final la elaborarea unei hărți generale a sitului. Rezultatele obținute au fost semnificative,
o nouă hartă precisă a structurilor arheologice fiind întocmită. Au fost identificate numeroase
elemente noi dintre care cele mai importante au fost obținute în sectoarele XZ și AH din oraș
indicând o serie de clădiri mari de piatră și numeroase locuințe necunoscute până acum.
Potențialul unei asemenea investigații complexe este de mare însemnătate pentru istoria
generală a sitului și pentru Dacia romană cu atât mai mult cu cât datele referitoare la extinderea sitului au crescut cu un procent de aproximativ 70%.
Cuvinte cheie: Dacia Romană, Porolissum, cercetări interdisciplinare, geofizică.

In spite of a long and intense period of archaeological research, the site at
Porolissum continues to be little known (Fig. 1), many questions still awaiting an
answer from the specialists2.
Starting with 2010, Dr. Habil. Coriolan H. Opreanu (Institute of Archaeology and History of Art Cluj-Napoca of the Romanian Academy) was appointed as
the new director of the site. The old research projects which were still undergoing at
that time as the Romanian – German “Mithras Project”3 and the Romanian –
American “Forum Project”4 were continued until their end in 2011. A new research
1

This study was supported by a grant of the Romanian National Authority for Scientific
Research, CNCS-UEFISCDI through the project PN-II-PT-PCCE-2011-3-0214.
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See for example Gudea, 1989 or Gudea, 1997 for the research status of the Roman fort
situated on Pomăt hill.
3
Döhner et alii, 2010; Döhner et alii, 2011.
4
After the unexpected death of the director of the project Al. V. Matei, his partners were
asked by the new director of the site to submit a general interim report for the last 8
archaeological campaigns and to make available to the new research team a copy of the
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project was proposed for the years 2010-2015 based on excavations inside the
Roman fort.
These new excavations focused on the so-called B6 building identified by
N. Gudea in the trench 71/1981 which cut the entire praetentura dextra, recording
many parallel walls. N. Gudea reconstructed six stone parallel buildings having a
length of no more than 50 meters (!)5.
Situated on the northern side of the fort (Fig. 2), very close to the porta
praetoria, structure B6 has been identified also by the magnetometric surveys as
some unclear shades which made impossible the reconstruction of the entire building (Fig. 3)6. For this reason, in 2012 a new survey involving electrometric
methods was used making possible the exact identification of structure B6 along
with other archaeological features situated in the northern vicinity of the fort (Fig. 4).
The area situated between the excavations from 2011 was entirely
researched using the non-invasive method involving electrical resistivity profiles.
For this reason, an electrometer and a measuring device connected in a twinelectrodes configuration, with a fixed distance between the measuring electrodes of
0.75 meters, the measuring density being that of 2 values / meter. The distance
between the traverses established inside the measured grids was that of 1 meter.
Thus, the total measured area using this method comprises 334 m2 the results being
illustrated in the electrical map presented in Fig. 5.
Also in the area of the north-eastern curtain wall, a series of 5 electrical
resistivity tomography profiles (ERT), all of them being perpendicular on the fort’s
wall. The reason behind such an analysis refers to the need of having useful data
related to the exact position, extent and depth of the walls composing both the
building B6 itself and the main fortification of the fort. Each ERT profile, named
from P0 to P4, has a length of 29 meters (being composed of 30 electrodes arranged
at a 1 meter distance one from another). The other ERT profiles have a length of 35
meters (being composed of 36 electrodes arranged at a 1 meter distance one from
another). The configuration used for the electrodes was that of dipole-dipole. The
elevation of each electrode was individually measured using a total station and the
data set obtained was afterwards used for the topographic correction of the ERT
profiles (Fig. 6). After the processing of all the electrical data obtained from all the
ERT profiles, a global 3D model of the distribution of the resistivity in the
documentation compiled over these years, requests which are sadly ignored even at this
moment. The annual archaeological reports published in Cronica Cercetărilor Arheologice
are brief and lacking any satisfactory graphic documentation being after all of no use for any
attempt at reconstructing the general plan of the excavations mentioned in the text. The identification of the evidence presented by the Romanian-American team with a forum is
questionable at the moment, a general detailed plan of the excavations and a consistent
argumentation being still unavailable.
5
Gudea, 1983, p. 124-125, fig. 2, fig. 4.
6
The first geophysical surveys inside the Roman fort situated on the Pomăt hill were
obtained as part of a joint Romanian-Hungarian project (by a team of geophysicists from
ELTE Budapest, Hungary) between 2010-2011.
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researched zone was generated (Fig. 7). The electrical anomalies having high resistivity are characteristic for the stone structures or high agglomeration of stone.
Judging things in this manner we can easily recognize the walls of structure B6 (Fig.
7/3-4) as well as the fort’s precinct wall (Fig. 7/2). Also using the same reasoning,
we can also identify the defence ditch of the fort, a feature filled successively in its
lower part with stones coming from the last phase of the fort’s wall (Fig. 7/1). The
electrical anomalies having low resistivity are characteristic to unconsolidated deposits with fine granulation or to the alteration zones from the upper part of the stones
which compose the background of the investigated area.
Right from the beginning of the excavations we made a first observation
(some-how unexpected) regarding the positioning with an error of approximately 78 meters of the fort’s wall on the general plan of the structures discovered in 1981.
In the campaign from 2010, we managed to establish the correct position of the first
building located immediately behind the defence wall of the fort, keeping its old
denomination – structure B6. Its northern wall is basically located on the same line
with the southern side of the porta praetorian. After our first excavations we observed that structure B6 had a width of 10 meters. After the campaigns from 2011 and
2012, three out of the four corners of the building were unearthed, namely the northwestern, south-western and the south-eastern ones. In the same time, based on the
results of the magnetometric investigations inside the fort, the first curtain tower
situated on the north-eastern side of the fort was investigated. Because of this unexpected and complex archaeological situation, a new assessment of the planimetric
and stratigraphic relations between all these newly identified features (the defence
system of the fort, the curtain tower and structure B6) was necessary. In this way,
the real shape and the exact dimensions of structure B6 were determined. This structure has a rectangular shape of 25 × 10 meters with an inner wall situated approximately in the middle of the building, being situated between the porta praetorian
and the newly identified curtain tower, occupying a space which usually inside the
forts is destined for the via sagularis (Fig. 8). Its walls have a width of approximately 0.60-0.80 meters being built in the opus incertum technique out of local stone;
the internal stratigraphy suggesting the fact that the northern and the southern wall
were not built in the same stratigraphic sequence. A special mention refers to the
construction technique observed at the corners of the building. Both the eastern
corners (which were better preserved) were built following the same technique of
using large blocks of yellowish chipped local sandstone of about 0.90 × 0.60 × 0.40
meters (Fig. 9-10). The same construction technique is known from the first stone
phase of the principia dated in the time of Hadrian7.
The north-eastern extremity of the curtain wall of the fort was investigated
in 2012 with one ERT profile having a length of 36 meters. Approximately near the

7

Gudea-Landes-Gyemant, 1983, p. 169-170, 177-178; Gudea, 1997, p. 24-25.
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Fig. 1. General plan of the Roman town
and fort situated on the Pomăt Hill.

Fig. 2. General plan of the Roman fort situated on the Pomăt Hill
(after Găzdac-Gudea, 2006, Map 6).
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surface, in the first 10 meters of the ERT profile some electric anomalies having
high resistivity values can be observed being characteristic for the existence of some
stone walls and their adjacent collapse layer. The position of the defence wall of the
fort can be easily determined as the electrical anomaly situated in the segment
17÷19.5 meters of the ERT profile. The collapse layer corresponding with the
dismantling of the wall can be observed on the slope in the segment 20÷25 meters of
the ERT profile. At a depth of approximately 2 meters, in the segment 25÷29 meters
the defence ditch of the fort is to be presumed, which is filled in its lower part with
stones probably coming from the dismantling of the wall itself. Finally, in the area
of meter 30, an electrical anomaly with high resistivity values can be observed
which can be interpreted as a wall of a structure situated towards the north-east (Fig.
11).
The civil habitation at Porolissum has been identified all around the fort
from the Pomet Hill. Intensive research was done in front of the western and
northern sides of the fort, along the main road which crossed the whole province,
starting from Drobeta and ending at Porolissum. A mile-castle was identified with
the customs point8. During the last 30 years several temples and houses have been
uncovered in the same area, a situation which leads to the hypothesis that here can
be found the first military vicus9.
To South-West, at approximately 100 m distance from the western corner of
the fort the Roman amphitheatre was excavated. Its existence was known since the
19th century due to an inscription mentioning it was rebuilt in stone in AD 15710.
The excavations revealed also a first timber amphitheatre, probably from Hadrian’s
time11.
Other inscriptions mention a Roman town, municipium Septimium
Porolissensium12, many years its position in the field being only presumed. Al. V.
Matei performed the first larger scale excavations to the East from the fort, supposing he identified the forum of the town13. His hypothesis was based on geophysical
surveys, which demonstrated the existence of a high concentration of Roman stone
structures on approximately 4 hectares14. As convincing evidence is still missing, the
hypothesis of the forum was not demonstrated.
Starting with the year 2011 a new strategy of research was necessary and it
was implemented by the new Director of the site. First of all the entire topographical
information was gathered and were mapped all the archaeological structures known,
creating a local topographical system. Recently (2012), the Director of the site won
at the CNCS-UEFISCDI competition a partnership type grant, named “Seeing the
8

Gudea, 1996.
Tamba, 2008.
10
CIL III 836.
11
Bajusz, 2011, p. 59-65.
12
CIL III 828.
13
Matei-De Sena, 2005.
14
Scurtu, 1997; Scurtu, 2003; Tirpák et alii, 2007.
9
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Fig. 3. Map of
o the magneticc (left) and elecctrical (right) prospections of the
t area situateed
towards the east of porrta praetoria of the
t Roman fortt at Pomăt Hill showing the
diifferences in claarity of the sign
nal between thee two types of su
urvey.

Fig. 4. Map of the geophysiccal research of the
t northern arrea
of the fort an
nd of building B6.
B
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Unseen. Lanndscape archaaeology on thee northern fronntier of the Rooman Empire at
Porolissum””15. The projecct scheduled laarge scale geopphysical researrch on the whoole
site, mainly in the less knoown areas16. Thhe most imporrtant results caame from sectoors
XZ and AH
H (Fig. 1; 12-114). Here weree identified buuildings of diffferent sizes, thhe
biggest (70 × 40 m) havinng very probabble a public chharacter, but allso many housses
and a doublee contour whicch delimited a group of builddings. This douuble contour was
w
supplementaary investigateed using the ellectrical resistiivity surveyingg (Fig. 15). Thhe
two ERT prrofiles have shhown that thee two linear anomalies
a
of high
h
magnetism
m,
which lookss to delimitate a precinct, corrrespond at thee same time with
w anomalies of
high electriccal signal (Fig. 15/1-2). In coonsequence, thiis structure is a double wall, or
a double ditcch filled up wiith stones.
In sector
s
XZ, bettween the ampphitheatre and the southern side of the foort
1
small scale geophysical suurveys have been done a few
w years back17
, but there was
w
not till now
w a global image of the seector MQ (Figg. 16-18). Thee density of thhe
archaeologiccal structure iss smaller, the most significaant one being along the maain
road. Some circular shappe anomalies in the southern part of thhe area can be
b
interpreted as
a pottery kilnss or cremation burials.

Fig. 5.. The results off the electromettric research in the area of structure B6.
Electtric map based on ERT profilees using a twin electrode configuration.

15

Opreanu-Lăăzărescu, 2012.
The geophhysical result w
will be publisheed in extenso in
i a future issuue of the journnal
Ephemeris Naapocensis.
17
Lipovics ett alii, 2008; Petrrovszki et alii, 2008; Lipovics et alii, 2009.
16
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Fig. 6. The results of the ggeophysical survveys in the areaa of structure B6.
B P0÷P4: ERT
T
profiles (elecctrical resistivitty profiles). Thee results of the geophysical su
urveys in the area
of structure B6. P
P0÷P4: ERT prrofiles (electricaal resistivity prrofiles).

In the
t
future thee research strrategy will concentrate onn archaeologiccal
verification of new identiified structuress situated in key-points,
k
finding answers to
essential queestions for thee history of Poorolissum. Onee of the most important resullts
from the lasst three years oof research a first
f
new moree precisely andd more compleex
plan of the site.
s
At the baase of the research philosophhy will be an interdisciplinaary
approach whhich will folloow two main directions:
d
the concentrationn of the researcch
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on the main problems based on well-defined research projects and the extension of
the archaeological park also in the area of the Roman town.

Fig. 7. The results of the geophysical surveys in the area of structure B6.
Electric maps at the depth of 1 m (left) and at the depth of 2.3 m (right)
based on the 3D model of the data provided ERT profiles P0÷P4.

Fig. 8. Detailed plan of structure B6 and its new planimetric position.
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Fig. 9. Photographs showing the construction technique of structure B6.

Fig. 10. Map of the corner of structure B6.

Fig. 11. The results of the geophysical surveys in the northern area of the fort.
P5: ERT profile (electrical resistivity profiles).
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Fig. 12. Topographic grid system used for the geophysical survey situated south of
the fort (sectors XZ and AH). The ERT profiles position is illustrated in the cells
E1, E2 and F1.

Fig. 13. The results of the geophysical surveys in the area situated south
of the fort (sectors XZ and AH). Magnetic map.
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Fig. 14. A possible interpretation of the magnetometric data from the sectors XZ and
AH. Black: walls visible also on the surface; grey: roads; red: walls and
structures identified using positive magnetic anomalies; blue: walls
and structures identified using negative magnetic anomalies.

Fig. 15. The results of the geophysical surveys in the area of the cells E1, E2
and F1: ERT profiles (electrical resistivity profiles).
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Fig. 16. Topographic grid system used for the geophysical survey
situated north-west of the fort (sector MQ).

Fig. 17. The results of the geophysical surveys in the area situated
north-west of the fort (sector MQ). Magnetic map.
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Fig. 18. A possible interpretation of the magnetometric data from the sector MQ:
Black: walls visible also on the surface; grey: roads; red: walls and structures identified
using positive magnetic anomalies; blue: walls and structures identified using negative
magnetic anomalies.
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